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ABSTRACT

In this study a one-dimensional dynamic mathematical model was

developed for computer solution of estuarine dispersion problems.

The math model was based on the one-dimensional mass transfer

equation for the longitudinal distribution of a substance in a

variable area estuary. Finite-difference approximations of the mass

transfer equation were used to develop the numerical model. Several

researchers have used similar modeling techniques, and their work

has been. summarized in the Literature Review.

The mathematical model described in this work was applied to

three dispersion problems.

The first problem considered was the distribution of organic

wastes in the Corpus Christi Harbor Channel. The goal of this

study was to determine the effect of waste discharges on the

organic loading in the Harbor Channel. Model results showed that

wastes are adequately degraded in the channel and do not accumulate

to excessive levels. These resul.ts were compared with field data

obtained from sa~pling runs in the Harbor Channel.

Design of a surface aeration system for Vince Bayou was the

second application of the math model. The results of this work

showed that dispersion and dilution would greatly affect the oxygen

transfer efficiency of a surface aeration system. Dissolved oxygen

levels in the Houston Ship Channel, however, were determined to be

the controlling factor af f ecting e f f iciency of aeration.
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The third application of the computer program was to determine

the effect of inchannel aeration on dissolved oxygen levels and

organic waste concentrations in the Houston Ship Channel. Hodel

results showed that inchannel aeration would not only improve oxygen

levels in the channel, but greatly reduce the organic load discharged

into Galveston Bay. Another conclusion was that tidal flows would

have little influence on the efficiency of a surface aeratio~ system

operating on the Houston Ship Channel.

The one-dimensional dynamic mathematical model may be used

effectively to solve such dispersion problems as considered here.

However, it has other applications, particularly to dynamic modeling,

that were outside the scope of the study.



Ci VZTER I

INTRODUCTION AHD GOALS

Texas estuaries play an important role in the economy, ecology,

and esthetics of the Gulf Coast. Such estuaries as Galveston Bay

provide the nursing area and home for numerous varieties of marine

life. In fact, Galveston Bay is said to be the most biologically

productive area in the Gulf ot Hexico  8!. The most important uses

of our estuaries are transportation, oil production, fishing, and

recreation. However, estuaries are also used to assimilate and

transport vast quantities of liquid wastes from urban and industrial

areas. It is this use that has created a threat to the ecology of

Texas estuaries in recent years.

Urbanization in the Coastal Zone of Texas has stimulated dra-

matic increases in both quantity and variety of waste products dis-

charged. In addition to the easily degraded organic wastes in

sanitary sewage, estuaries receive hydrocarbons, metals, polymers,

pesticides, and other pollutants. Some of these pollutants, such as

cyanide, create an immediate hazard to living organisms; while others,

for example the heavy metals, have known chronic effects QB !.

Other problems associated with the di scharge of pollutants into

estuaries are oxygen depletion, odors, and coloration.

been followed.



Studies of estuarine systems have found them to be a complex

blend of physical, chemical, biological, and hydraulic factors. To

adequately predict the effect of waste loads on an estuarine system,

extensive knowledge of the behavior of pollutants in estuaries is

required. Mathematical models have been employed as an effective

tool in this prediction process, Although math models may vary

widely in their complexity and applicability, the one-dimensional

dynamic model can provide the most efficient description of estuarine

systems in many cases.

Goals

The primary goal of this study was to develop a one-dimensional

water quality model suitable for solving estuarine dispersion

problems.

A secondary goal was to apply the model to actual estuarine

dispersion problems. The problems considered were:

1. Distribution of organic wastes in the Corpus Christi Harbor

Channel.

2. Analysis of a surface aeration system for Vince Bayou.

3. Analysis of a surface aeration system for the Houston Ship

Channel.

The first application of the computer program was to model

biochemical oxygen demand  BOD! in the Corpus Christi Harbor Channel.

The goal of this phase of the study was to calculate velocities



and BOD distribution in the channel. The model results were to be

compared with field studies of BOD distribution.

Vince Bayou was the second estuarine system chosen for study.

This small bayou feeds the Houston Ship Channel about four miles

downstream of the turning basin. Since its flow is maintained at a

high level by a Houston Light and Power cooling water outfall, Vince

Bayou has been considered as a si.te for a supplemental aeration

system. The objective of this phase of the study was to model the

performance of a surface aeration system in Vince Bayou. The results

expected were to be the effects of dissolved oxygen  DO! levels,

flow rates, and temperature on the rate of oxygen transferred by the

proposed aerators.

The third application of the computer program was to model the

effect of an aeration system on the Houston Ship Channel. The

Houston Ship Channel has low dissolved oxygen levels much of the

time due to excessive organic loads from cities, industries, and

urban runoff  l9!. A supplemental aeration system would not only

raise dissolved oxygen levels but provide a quality reserve to meet

the demands created by urban runoff or treatment plant upsets  l6!.

The g oa l of this final phase was to design an aeration system,

based on low-flow summer conditions, for the Houston Ship Channel.

Both BOD and oxygen distribution along the channel were to be

determined. The results from the modeling work were to be the ef feet

of aerator site location on oxygen levels in the Houston Ship

Channel.



CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Recent One Dimensional Dynamic Estuarine Ifodels

Concern for the ability of estuaries to adequately assimilate

imposyd pollution loads has created a demand for increased efforts

in the field of estuarine modeling. The use of mathematical models

haa provided much of the information needed to predict and explain

estuarine response to waste loads. However, estuaries are intricate

systems, governed by the complex interactions of tidal cycles,

mixing forces, sakinf.ty stratification, temperature gradients, and

fresh water flaw gates. Since an exact mathematical representation

of these phys5cal processes is prohibitively complex, math models

must employ varying degrees of simplification.

Many typea of estuarine math models have been developed. They

differ widely in both complexity and applicability. In terms of

complexity and computer time requirements the hierarchy of estuarine

math mopels is as follows �2!:

1, Three � dimensional

2. Two-dimensional

3. One-dimensional, dynamic

4. One-dimensional, steady-state

5. Perfectly mixed.



Of these models the one-dimensional dynamic math model combines

application to dynamic  nonsteady-state! studies with the ease in
modeling one-dimensional variations.

The one-dimensional model is a significant simplification of the

actual estuarine environment. It assumes that no gradients exist

in the transverse or verti.cal planes. Thus, i.t considers only
changes that occur along the length of the estuary. This type of
approximation may yield reasonable results for some situations and

is a good approximation in many cases, however significant errors

would arise in application to stratified or wide, irregular
estuaries.

An important aspect of any estuarine model is the data used

to represent the prototype system. Particularly important in

estuarine modeling are the values used for the dispersion, decay,

and transportation of pollutants. In addition, an accurate physical
representation of the prototype is required. Therefore, accurate

mathematical representations of estuaries depend on the complexity
of the system under study, the applicability of the math model, and
the accuracy of the data used.

Many significant works have been published recently in the

field of estuarine modeling  9 ! �2! �4! �0! �1! . Several studies

have employed one-dimensional dynamic models in solving estuarine

dispersion problems. A brief review of these recent research
ef f or ts f ol iowa.



~Modelkn Work of Harleman

Harleman and several co-workers have made significant contri-

butions to mathematical modeling of the behavior of actual estuaries

�3!�4!�>!. ALthough their studies have included many aspects of

estuarine modeling, much of their efforts have involved applications

of a one-dimensional dynamic model.

Harleman cites two advantages of one-dimensi.onal models in

comparison with their multi-dimensional counterparts. First, they

have the advantage of mathematical tractability, Second, one-

dimensional models utilize and predict information that is easily

observed in actual estuaries �S!.

A paper by Harleman, Lee, and Hall �4!, describes the appli-

cation of a one-dimensional dynamic model to a variable area estuary,

lt was the purpose of this paper "to develop a mathematical model

which accurately describes the advective motion  including the tidal

and fresh water flow! and the longitudinal dispersion term for a

variabLe area estuary of arbitrary geometry." Model results were

compared with field measurements of dye dispersion in the Potomac

River.

The form of the one-dimensional equation used in this study

was

aW aW W aX 1 a aW
�-1!



Where: W ~ weight of dye;

U = instantaneous longitudinal velocity averaged over thext

section;

A = transverse cross-sectional area;

E ~ longitudinal dispersion coefficient;

P weight of dye added per unit time; and

K ~ the dye removal coefficient �4!.
1

it+1 "i t
Bt �-2!

BW Wi+1 t+1 Wi-1 t+1
Bx 2Ax �-3!

BA Ai+1 � Ai 1
Bx 2Ax �-4!

 Ai+]Ei+1 + A5E$ !  Wi+]. t+] Wi t+1!�  AE � !-
Bx Bx 2Ax

 AiEi + Ai lEi 1!  Wi+1 t+1 � Wi t+1!
�-5!2Ax

This finite-difference model was applied to the fresh water

tidal portion of the Potomac estuary. Velocities were approximated

by combining the advective and tidal flaws into the equation

The term involving BA/Bx arises when considering a variable area

estuary. Employing central-difference representations, the iollowing

finite-difference forms of the derivatives were used:



U� + U sin o t �-6!

Where: A cross-sectional area;

gf ~ fresh water discharge;

U instantaneous velocity;xt

~Madelon Work of Bann and ~Yoon

A recent study by Harm and Young �2! dealt with mathematical.

modeling of water quality parameters in rivers and estuaries. The

major goal of their research was to develop computer models which

U the maximum value of the tidal velocity;

o ~ tidal frequency; and

t ~ time.

Por this study a distance increment of l.72 miles and a time incre-

ment of 1/24 of a tidal cycle was used. The dispersion coefficient,

assumed constant over the study area, was 0. l square miles per day.

Good agreement between the prototype dye test and the mathe-

matical model was obtained. However, comparisons were made only at

high and low slack conditions since these were the concentrations

reported by Hetling and O' Connell �6!.

The conclusion resulting from this study was that a continuous,

time-dependent solution of the mass balance equate.on for pollutant

dispersion in estuaries could be obtained through numerical methods.

However, an accurate description of the tidal advective motion is a

significant factor in determining pollutant distribution �4!.



could calculate vertical and longitudinal mass transport in partially

stratified estuaries. However, both one- and two-dimensional models

were developed and comparisons were made between explicit and

implicit one-dimensional finite-difference techniques.

Harm and Young found that good accuracy could be obtained with

both explicit and implicit models when proper time and distance

increments were used. A Crank-Nicolson implicit model, however, was

found to be more accurate for a wider range of increment sizes.

Although the Crank-Nicolson method required 1,75 times as much

computer time as the explicit method, it was sometimes more eco-

nomical because it remained stable and more accurate for larger

time increments.

The one-dimensional model developed by Harm and Young was based

on the one-dimensional mass transport equation with constant terms

for cross-sectional area and velocity. The model was applied only

t'o theoretical dispersion studies in uniform channels.

This one-dimensional implicit model was used to predict the

distribution of slug loads and continuous sources of nonconservative

substances in an ideal estuary. The results were compared with an

exact solution for a constant width estuary. Excellent accuracy was

obtained for a time increment of 0.01 days and a distance increment

of 0.25 miles �2!.
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~Modefin Method of Leendettee

9C
a  HC! a  QC! 3  HDx �,x!

b � + � +b +S 0
at 3t Bx �-7!

Where: b channel width;

H ~ temporal depth, averaged over the cross-section;

Q transport;

C ~ mass concentration;

D dispersion coefficient; and
X

S the local source or sink per unit length.

The finite-difference equation at a location m for the mass

concentration was given as

l<hm l + ~L!/2 + ft !C   hm L + ~L!/2 + 6 !C ]

~Q"+  Ct+L + Ctrl! P nt  Ct + Ct! Qt+l  Ct+1 + Ct+ !Shx m+1 m+2 m m+1 m+2 m m-l m m 2

J. J. Leender tse �6! has developed a f inite-dif f erence f ormu-

lation based on a grid system that has the location of the flow

situated between the grid point locations for the water levels and

mass concentrations.

Leendertse used the following one-dimensional mass balance

equation for the concentratio~ of a dilute substance:



+  1 4   +F !D  C~2-C! - h 1+".  pl+1 m+2 m x BI+2 m 1 m

m x m m-2 m-1 m m-2 x m
t+3. t+1 t+1

+S ~0 �-8!

Where: h ~ water surface reference level;

t tidal variation in the water level; and

4 = variation from the reference water level.

segment of the estuary, thus forming a system of m equations, each

with three unknowns. Once boundary conditions and initial concen-

trations are known this system of equations can be solved for the

unknowns concentrations �6!.

~Modelin Efforts of ~doe end Bedford

Haag and Bedford  l7! have also developed an implicit one-

dimensional dispersion model for application to estuarine studies.

A unique characteristic of their work was the use of variable

segment lengths along the estuary. This was done to allow model

results to correspond spatially with field studies.

Haag and Bedford applied this model to a study of salinity

distribution in the Hudson River estuary. A 65-mile reach of the

Hudson from Rhinecliff to the Pioneer Boat Club was divided into

In this equation three unknown values of the mass concentration

t+l t+1 t+l
appear, namely G , G , C . This equation applies for eachm-2



l2

l4 segments and m d l d imo e ed using a constant disP ion coef f icient of

2QQ square meters per second �7! ~

Neasured and c 1, l t d values of

o er a 96-hour period on «n b~u'f ~ v ba" ~ a

t in th nit de of the salinity co

able scatter in the data «ag

tter to significant variations in the actual

~Modelin Methods of Bells, Dobbins &nd ~Green

Bells and Dobbins �! developed a one-dimensional model

applicable to rivers and estuaries. Their mode3 Xng technique

applies a mass balance of the stream directly in f inite-difference

terms. Therefore, a direct relationship between the model and

physical process being modeled ia established.

In this modeling method the estuary is divf.ried into cells of

equal length and a mass balance ia made on each cell at successive

time increments. During each time increment, th~ mode] performs

the following steps for ach cell, starting frozn the fresh water end

of the channel:

l. Addition of pollutant

2. Convection,

3. Dispersion, and

4. Decay.
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After each cell has been treated in thi~ raanner the time increment

is increased and the process is repeated �! ~

Grenny and Belle  ],5! applied thiB Model to a study of the

slack water buildup of Rhodamine-B dye Xn the Yaquina River. The

dye was injected at a constant rate of 68.1 g/hr  grams per hour!

for 10 hours and over 400 samples were taken. Good comparisons

between the model and the f ield test were obtained using a distance

increment of 80.5 meters and a time increment of one-twelfth hour.

A variable dispersion coefficient def ined in terms of the velocity

was found to give the best comparison between model and field

results �5 !

Grenny and Belle found that in thia portion of the Yaquina

River the magnitude of a pollutant concentration depends on the

duration of the slack period, mixing depth of water at the outfall,

and the strength of the polluting soux ce . They concluded that

failure to considex tidal flows can result in a considerable under-

estimate of maximum pollutant concentrations  ]5! .

~Modelin ftethode of Thomann

Thomann has also developed an estuarine model that has beer

widely used on the Delaware Estuary. pence

described an application of the Thomann xncfdei to predict annus

variation of dissolved oxygen in the De laware Estuary. The basic

form of the model for BOD is as follows:
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V <<k-l kkk-i + <' � <k-l k>kk<

<<k,k+l k <l <k,k+1~ k+1~~k k+l

Ek-L k Ek k+l

dkLk + Jk �-9!

where: k the section number;

L ~ the ultimate carbonaceous BOD concentration;

g ~ net flow;

V - volume of the section;

g ~ an advective coefficient;

E ~ an eddy exchange coefficient;

d ~ the decay rate; and

J sources of BOD.

Pence et al. �2! found that this model verified past records

of dissolved oxygen concentrations with reasonable accuracy. The

model can be used to analyze hypothetical pollution control measures

with accurate results depending on the validity of assumptions made

and data used �2!.



Limitations to the Applicability of

One-Dimensional Models

Several authors have criticised the use of the one-dimensional

dispersion equation for estuaries. This criticism is based on the

grounds that the one-dimensional approximation is an oversimpli-

fication of the actual processes involved.

Fischer and Holley  l3! state that the most important

limitation of the one-dimensional model is that the results describe

dispersion only after complete mixing across the cross-section of

the estuary is achieved. Ward and Fischer �2! have estimated that

from four to forty days are required for transverse mixing in the

Delaware Estuary. Zf such large initial mixing times exist, a

nonconservative material may be substantially decayed befoxe the

one-dimensional approximation becomes valid.

A second limitation of the one-dimensional model is its

restriction to the constant density portion of estuaries. The model

assumes constant fluid density throughout the estuary reach being

studied. Thus, significant longitudinal variations in density

would create some error in the mass balance calculations. Even

more important, however, are vertical density variations that are

found in stratified estuaries. Significant errox's would be expected

if the one-dimensional model was applied to a partially or fully

stratified estuary.



Another limitation �2! is using steady-state conditions to

describe actual estuarine processes. Large estuaries may require

days or even months to reach equilibrium conditions after a substan-

tial. change in the flow. Therefore, using constant flow rates and

constant period tidal changes may be too much of a simplification to

adequately describe an estuarine system.

Dispersion Considerations

The distribution of soluble or suspended materials in rivers

and estuaries can be described mathematicaLLy in terms of dispersion

coefficients. Dispersion, as used in this study, is the combined

effect of all factors that contribute to the spread of materials in

estuaries. Some of these factors are molecular and eddy diffusion,

transverse and vertical velocity distributions, wind and boundary

shear, density differences, fLow rates, and tidal effects �7!.

Thus, the dispersion coefficient in the math model must approximate

the combined effect of several complex forces occurring naturally

in estuaries.

Prediction and measurement of dispersion coefficients in

streams and estuaries has been the goal of many research efforts

in recent years �! �0!  ll! �2!  l4! �7! �I! �7! �8! . Due

to the number of complex factors involved, no universalLy applicable
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method has been developed to predict dispersion coefficients. ln

fact, there is considerable disagreement between researchers about

the magnitude of the dispersion coefficient in specific cases �4!

�7! �3!. In general, dispersion studies have been made for

three different flow regions; rivers and streams, the constant

density tidal region of estuaries, and the salinity intrusion

region of estuaries.
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~Dfs craton in Rivers and Streams

Dispersion in rivers and streams has been shown to be created by

variations in velocity across the width of the stream �0!. Stream

width, curvature, and flow rate effect velocity variations and thus

are important factors in determining the magnitude of the dispersion

coefficient.

Several researchers have developed numerical techniques for

determining dispersion coefficients in streams. Fischer �2! has

summarized the results of these studies,

Fischer �2! has also studied the effects of bends on stream

dispersion. His findings were that bends cause changes in the

velocity profile which increase dispersion, but concurrent increases

in transverse mixing tend to reduce longitudinal dispersion. There-

fore, no simple relationship between stream and curvature and

dispersion was found �2!.

~Dis craton in the Constant ~Densit Tidal Portion of Estuaries

Dispersion in the constant density tidal portion of estuaries

has been found to depend on the ratio of the period of oscillation to

the time scale for cross-sectional mixing �7 !. In many estuaries

the vertical velocity distribution is the primary factor in deter-

mining cross-sectional mixin.g. Several equations have been developed

to calculate dispersion coefficients in tidal rivers. Some of

these are discussed below.
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Taylor �0! developed a dimensionless longitudi~al dispersion

coefficient for a pipe. This equation was later rewritten in terms

of open channel flow as follows �3!:

El, 77nURh5/6
�-9!

Where: EL dispersion coefficient in ft /sec;

n ~ Manning roughness coefficient;

U ~ average velocity; and

Rh = hydraulic radius.

Harleman �5! has suggested that the Taylor equation be modified

in the following manner for application in estuaries:

5/6
EL lOOnUmaxRh �-10!

account for the apparent agreement between dispersion coefficients

Where: U ~ the maximum tidal velocity.max

Dispersion coefficients estimated from this equation have been used

to model dye studies on the Potomac River with good agreement �6!.

In this dye study Hetling and O' Connell �6! used the model

developed by Thomann to study the dispersion of Rhodamine WT dye

released for' 13 days in the Potomac Estuary. They found that

dispersion coefficients ranging from 65 to 195 ft /sec would

adequately reproduce the results of the dye test .

Prych and Chidley �3! have made an error analysis of the

modeling work of Harleman et al. and Hetling and O'Connel.l. They

found that deficiencies in the finite-difference methods used
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calculated by Equation 2-l0 and those used in the models. Their

analysis sho~s that the average longitudinal dispersion coal'ficient

for the reach of the Potomac River Estuary under investigation is

about 320 f t~/sec. Prych and Chidley concluded tliat agreement

between Equation 2-l0 and field data is obtained because of a

compensating error caused by pseudo-dispersion tliat results from

the finite-difference schemes used � 3!.

Holley et al. �7 ! have developed a method for estimating

dispersion coefficients in the uni.form density region of tidal

waterways. Their method follows the same approach used by Taylor

�0'l but applied to a uniform, two-dimensional open channel flow

with a linear, oscillating velocity distribution aiid a consrant

vertical. diifusivity. Their analysis appears to give dispersion

coefficients of the same order of magnitude obtained by using the

modified Taylor equation. Furthermore, Holley et al. make a

distinction between earlier meth models that considered only fresh

water advective flow and the models of Harleman et al. �4! and

Bells and Dobbins �! that consider the effects of tidal oscil-

lations. Both types of models contain dispersion terms but the

dispersion coefficients used in the models differ considerably both

in magnitude and in the physical processes they represent.

Segall and Gidlunk �1! have also derived an equation to

determine dispersion coefficients in tidal flows. Their dispersion

equation defines the spread of a conservative substance discharged

instantaneously into an oscillating turbulent flow system. The form
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of this equation indicates that dispersion is strongly influenced

by tidal period and tidal amplitude.

Grenny and Bells �5! found that a variable dispersion

coefficient defined by Equation 2-11 gave good results when applied

to a dye study on the Yaquina River.

�-11!D ~ 16.0 velocity

~DIs ersion in the ~Selfnft Intrusion Portion of fetusrfes

Analytical methods have not yet been developed to predict

dispersion coefficients in the salinity intrusion region of

esr.uaries. However, the longitudinal variation of salinity,

obtained from field studies, may be used to estimate dispersion

Vhere: D the dispersion coefficient in m /sec;

Velocity ~ measured in m/sec  meters per second!.

This equation gives dispersion coefficients similar in magnitude to

those found by Harleman et al. �4 ! and Hetling and O' Connell �6!.

The model used by Grenny and Bella also accounted for the numerical

error caused by pseudo-dispersion by subtracting the pseudo-

dispersion coefficient from the dispersion coefficient defined by

Equation 2-11 �5 !.

Summarizing, dispersion coefficients in the uniform density

portion of estuaries may be estimated by the modified Taylor

equation, However, the effects of pseudo-dispersion should be

considered and the model verified by field studies if possible.
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~C
AcA-
Ax

�-12!

Where: Q ~ the net seaward f low;

A ~ cross-sectional area;

C the salinity concentration; and

Ac/Ax ~ the salinity gradient at a given location.

Glenne and Selleck �4! used tracer studies to determine

dispersion coefficients in San Francisco 3ay. After considering

several methods of predicting dispersion coefficients they found

that the only relationship which appears to have merit is

3/4
E const U U D! �-1.3!

Where: E the longitudinal dispersion coef f icient;

U the mean advective velocity;

coefficients. Several studies have shown that the longitudinal

dispersion coefficient varies with distance along the estuary

�3!�5!�6!. Maximum values occur near the ocean entrance and

approach values for the constant density region at the upstream

limit of salinity �5!.

Several empirical methods for determining dispersion coeffi-

cients in the salinity intrusion region have been used. Bells and

Grenny �! discussed several equations based on salinity distribution

which have been used to estimate dispersion coefficients. One

equation is based on a steady-state assumption and is represented by
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U ~ the mean tidal velocity; and

D the hydraulic channel depth.

However, this equation is applicable only to regions where the

advective velocity has a significant effect on the value of the

longitudinal dispersion coefficient.

Another type of empiricaL equation has been used for salinity

studies on the Rotterdam Waterway. The longitudinal dispersion

coefficient was determined to be a function of the form

E = L3,OOO � - � ! '
L �-14!

Where: E ~ ft2/sec units;

x the longitudinal distance scale; and

L ~ the length of the entire tidal region of the estuary �5!

Table 2-l shows dispersion coefficients determined for the

salinity intrusion region of estuaries by several researchers.

Pseudo-dis ersion

Pseudo-dispersion occurs as a result of using finite-difference

techniques to represent continuous processes. The spread of slug

loads in dispersion models occurs not only by the dispersion term

used in the model but by pseudo-dispersion which results from

assuming that channel segments are prefectly mixed. Thus, pseudo-

dispersion is an inherent error in finite-difference models that

increases the effective dispersion coefficients.
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Bells and Dobbins �! were among the earliest researchers

to consider the effect of pseudo-dispersion in their model. For

their explicit finite-difference model they found that the total.

pseudo-dispersion could be approximated by

D ~ � hX - UBTU
p 2

�-15!

Where: D the total pseudo-dispersion;

U ~ the advective velocity;

dX ~ the segment length; and

hT ~ the time increment.

D U26T
p 2

�-16!

which unlike Equation 2-15 does not show any dependence on the

segment length AX.

~Mxin Times

Another consideration in applying one-dimensional models to

estuarine dispersion problems is the time required for the

The effect of pseudo-dispersion may be minimized by selecting hX

and dT small enough that the pseudo-dispersion is much less than the

actual dispersion or by calculating the pseudo-dispersion for each

time interval and subtracting these values from the actual disper-

sion coefficients �!.

Prych and Chidley �3! calculated the pseudo � dispersion term

for a central-difference implicit modeling scheme. They obtained
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one-dimensional approximation to become valid. In the math model,

pollutants discharged into an estuary are assumed to be completely

and instantaneously mixed throughout the segment volume. In actual

practice the time required for complete mixing depends on the

geometry of the estuary and the transverse dispersion rate.

Holley et al. �7! found that vertical and horizontal dispersion

coefficients could be estimated for estuaries and used to calculate

mixing times. Table 2-2 shows estimates of vertical and horizontal

dispersion coefficients in several estuaries.

Fischer �1! has shown that the transverse mixing time for

streams could be estimated from

T 0 gg.2/e
m t

Where: T ~ transverse mixing time;

i ~ characteristic width of the channel; and

e the transverse dispersion coefficient.
t

Several researchers have pointed out that the one-dimensional

model describes dispersion in estuaries only after well-mixed

conditions have been reached   11! �3!�7! .
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TABLE 2-2*

VERTICAL AND TRANSVERSE DISPERSION

COEFFICIENTS

Location

120

35

22
31

0.5
0.3

3.1
7.3

12
17

58
28

13 31

Hudson Estuary
Hudson, N.Y.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y.

Potomac Estuary
5 miles below Chain Bridge
20 miles below Chain Bridge

Delaware Estuary
l0 miles below Trenton
30 miles below Trenton

James River Estuary
5 miles below Hopewell

+Af ter Holley et al. �7!

Vertical Dispersion Transverse
Coefficient Disp. Coeft.

 ft2/sec!  ft2/sec!
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CHAPTER III

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Model Development

The one-dimensional mass transfer equation may be developed

from the principles of conservation of mass. A general form of

the mass balance equation for a particular component is.'

�-I!Inflow Outflow + Accumulation + Decay

l a l 3 l a aC ri re
� �  AC! + � �  AUC! - � �  AE � ! + + � '
A 3t A 3x A Bx L Bx o o

�-2!

Where: A cross-sectional area;

C concentration;

velocity;

longitudinal dispersion coefficient;

fluid density;

time rate of decay of a substance per unit volume;

time rate of increase of a substance per unit volume;r
e

A rigorous derivation of the mass transfer equation has been given by

Harm and Young �2! . The most general form of the one-dimensional

mass transfer equation for a nonconservation substance is shown

below �5!.
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x longitudinal distance measured along the axis of the

estuary; and

t time measured in any consistent units.

This equation is assumed to be valid for unsteady flows within the

restrictions of the one-dimensional approximation �5! .

Calculation ~lethal uee

Finite-difference approximations of the partial differential

equation may be made in several ways. Two possible choices are the

explicit and implicit formulations. The explicit formulation

expresses unknown concentrations in each segment of the estuary

entirely in terms of known values. The implicit formulation

expresses unknowns in terms of both known and unknown quantities.

Therefore, since the implici.t formulation has more than one unknown

in each equation a set of simultaneous equations must be solved for

each time step.

Of these two types of calculation techniques, the implicit

formulation was chosen for this study. Although this method of

calculat.ion requires more calculation time than the explicit method

it offers two advantages. First, the implicit method allows the

user greater flexibility in setting time and distance increments

because stability requirements are not as strict. Second, the

accuracy of the implicit method is greater than the explicit method

over a wider range of model conditions �2!.
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Formulation of the Finite-Difference ~E uationa

The one-dimensional mass transfer equation is used in the

following form for this study:

� + U � - U � � = � �  AE � ! + BALANCEaC aC C 3A 1 a VC
ae ax A Bx A 3x Bx

�-3!

vc c'+ � c'
3Y

�-4!

t+1 t+1 t t

U � = U   !e + U   ! �-9!3C t+] Cm+1 - Cm 1 t Cm+] � Cm-l
ax 2hx m 2hx

�-5!

In comparison with the most general form of the mass transfer

equation, Equation 3-3 has three differences. First, the cross-

sectional area is not considered to be a time-dependent variable.

This is an acceptable approximation for deep estuaries with small

tidal changes. The dredged estuaries in Texas fall in this

category. The second difference involves neglecting the variation

of the velocity in the longitudinal direction. This may be a good

approximation in deep estuaries when small distance increments are

used, since velocity changes are gradual along the longitudinal.

axis. The third difference i.s that all source and sink terms are

combined in a 8ALAHCE term that is calculated in explicit form.

This change greatly simplifies the form of the solution equations.

The following central-difference implicit forms of the

differentials in Equation 3-3 were used in this study:
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UC 9A U Cm

A3x A

ttl At+1 LIt t At t Am+1 � Am 1! L'mCm  Am+1 - Am 1!   !   !
2bx A 2bx

1 3 3C 1 At+1Et+1 + AtEt Ct+1 Ct+1
� �   � !  1 m+1 m m+1 m

!  !e
A Bx ox A 2bx bx

1 > E + < E C - C -~l m+1 m m!   m+1 m! � ~!
A

't
2bx bx

At+lEt+1 ~ t+1 t+1 t+1 t+1Am Em + Am-1F -1 Cm
At+1 2bx bx

t 't t t t t1 AmEm + Am lEm 1 Cm � Cm-1
t   !  !�-e!

A 2bx bx
�-7!

Equations 3-4 through 3-7 are substituted into Equation 3-3 and

rearrangement yields the following form of the finite-difference

equation:

Theta �!, as used in these equations, determines the final form of

the solution matrix for the set of simultaneous equations. For

example, if 8 ~ zero all of the unknown terms at t+1 drop out and

an explicit set of m equations is formed. For 8 ~ one-half a

simultaneous set of equation known as the Crank-Nicolson implicit.

formulation is formed. 4%en 9 = one a fully implicit, backward

formulation is obtained.
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The coefficients A , B , G , and H are defined as follows:m' m'

t+1 t+1 t+1 + t+1Et+1

2bx 2bx2 At+1
�-9!

Ut+I.d 9 . t+1 t+1 b 9 t+1Et+1 + At+1Et+1bt9m   tn+1 m-1! +   m+1 m+1 m !
2bx At+1 2dx~ At+1

t+1 t+1 t+1Et+1

2dx~ A
�-10!

Ut+ldt9 dt9 At+1Ft+1 + At+1Et+1
m   1 1 m !
2bx 2dx~

�-11!

Cm+1 � C 1 btU C �-9! A +1 � A

2dx 2dx

dt�-9! m+1~1 + m m C'+1 � C'
+   !  !

A Zbx dx

bt l-9! A E + A -1Em-1 Cm - C -1t t t

A
t

2dx bx

�-12!

Figure 3-1 shows the matrix form of the set of m simultaneous

equations formed by this procedure.
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Solution of the ~Sstem of ~Euatlons

This tridiagonal matrix can be solved by Gauss elimination

for the unknown concentrations of the m cells. In the Gauss

method the "A" coefficients in each equation except the first

are eliminated by using the previous equation. This leaves the

th t+l
m equation with one unknown, C , which can be solved

directly. The remaining unknowns are solved by back � substitution.

Stability Criteria and Boundary Conditions

Important considerations in formulating an effective one-

dimensional finite-difference model are stability and appropriate

boundary conditions. Calculation errors in finite-difference

models are generated by the approximating techniques used in

formulating the model. If errors introduced by computer round-off,

inexact initial condi.tions, or inexact boundary conditions grow without
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limit the model results become unstable and inaccurate. Boundary

conditions may also introduce significant errors into the

calculations, and can distort the entire concentration profile if

incorrectly formulated �2! .

~atablllt Criteria

During numerical calculations random errors are introduced

in several ways. If the magnitude of these errors decreases with

successive time steps, calculation stability results. Since

the physical and chemical components of the model are determined

by the prototype system only time and distance increments may he

adjusted to achieve stability.

Several equations have been used as a basis for establishing

time and distance increments that will achieve calculation

stability. The most commonly found equation for an explicit

modeling technique is:
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Where: E the dispersion coefficient;

dt ~ the time increment; and

hx the distance increment.

The derivation of Equation 3-13 has been shown by Leendertse �6!.

However, this result is based on a simple linear case and is not

necessarily applicable when systems of equations are involved,

Harm and Young �2! found that stability is assured when the

coefficients of the solution matrix have values greater than zero.

Using this as a basis they developed the following stability criteria

for a one-dimensional implicit formulation:

2EX
hx < �-14!

Where: EX ~ dispersion coefficient;

VX ~ velocity; and

KD decay rate.

Equation 3-1S reduces to

htEX
 hx!z

when distance increments of a mile or less are used since the term

 hx! KD is much smaller than 2EX. Comparison of Equations 3-13 and

3-16 indicates that the stability requirements for an implicit
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method allow the time increment to be twice that of an explicit

method. This result is verified by the computational experience of

Harm and Young �2! .

Table 3-1 shows values of Equation 3-16 as determined from the

studies of several researchers. These values are much less than

one, indicating that considerations other than stability were the

primary criteria for setting time and distance increments.

TABLE 3 � 1

STABILITY CRITERIA

AtEX

~lioundar Conditions

The central-difference finite-difference equations developed

in Chapter III require grid concentrations both upstream and down-

stream of the point being analyzed. Therefore, known boundary

conditions must be applied at both ends of the estuary.

At the head of the estuary the condition of no mass transfer

across the boundary may be required. This condition can be

satisfied by using a reflection point at the upper boundary  See

Figure 3-2!. In this situation the end of the estuary is at m = 2

and the reflection concentration at m = 1 is set equal to the first

downstream concentration at m = 3.



FIGURE 3-2. END BOUNDARY TREATMENT
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At the open end of the estuary many different boundary

conditions may be used, depending on the process being modeled.

One method is the constant value boundary. This method assumes

that the concentration beyond the last reach of the estuary has

a constant value during the study period. This situation is

approximated by constant salinity or dissolved oxygen levels at

the ocean end of the estuary. A second method employs a constant

slope extrapolation to determine the m+1 concentration at the end

of the estuary. The assumption here is that a straigbt line can

be extended from the last two concentrations nearest the boundary.

Figure 3-2 illustrates these different boundary treatments.

Aspects of the Computer Model

This section describes the supporting programs and calcula-

tions used in the computer model.
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~Veloce t Calculations

An important part of the one-dimensional estuarine dispersion

model is the velocity term. This term includes both fresh water

flows and tidal flows. Since these models were to be used primarily

for predictive studies, constant advective velocit'ies and a

sinusoidal tidal velocity were used. These approximations represent

a significant simplification of the actual estuarine system, thus

eliminating the need for extensive tidal data.

The form chosen for the tidal computations was that of a

damped cooscillating tide in a rectangular channel. The equations

for tidal elevations and velocities have been given by Ippen and

Harleman �l!. They are:

-Qx
n ~ a e cos at � kx! + e cos at + kx!0

u � C ~ e cos ot � kx + x!o o ux
hove +k

QX
e sin ot + kx + a!

Where: n instantaneous water level;

2a = maximum tidal amplitude at x = o;
o
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damp ing coe f f icient;

o = wave frequency;

k = wave number;

u ~ instantaneous velocity;

h = depth of flow;

C = wave propagation velocity;

k = wave number; and

= wave phase angle.

QN = QNm 1 + W~D" Equation 3-18! �-19!

Where: QN = the flow at segment m;

QN 1 = the flow at segment m-1;

W ~ the channel width; and

D ~ the channel depth.

However, this approximation to the ti.dal flow introduces a

cumulative error. Table 3-2 shows the magnitude of this error for

a 100-mile rectangular channel with 0.25 mile segment lengths. The

error is less than five percent for estuaries which are less than

50 miles in length.

These equations can be applied to real estuaries in finite-

difference form. Each segment of the channel is treated separately

by adding the flow obtained at the m-1 segment to the m segment.st th

This can be shown by:
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TALLE 3- 2

CO~iARI SON OF

VELOCITIES FOR A DAHPED ~OOSCILLATINOTIDE

Distance From
CLOSED END

 miles!

Theoretical
Velocity
 ft/sec!

iIodel

Velocity
 f t/sec!

Percent
Error

 z!

0 5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
15
80
85
90
95

100

0. 000
0.046
0.093
0. I 39
0.184
0.229
0.274
0.318
0.360
0.402
0.443
0.482
0.521
0.557
0.592
0.626
0.657
0.686
0.714
0.736
0.761

MODEL AND THEORETICAL

0.000
0.044
0.090
0.137
0.183
0.229
0.276
0.322
0.369
0.415
0.461
0. 508
0.554
0.600
0.647
0.693
0.740
0.786
0.832
0.879
0.925

0.0
4.9
2.3
1.3
0.5
0.1
0.8
1.5
2.3
3.2
4.1

5.2
6.4
7.8
9.2

10.8
12.6
14.5
16.6
19.0
21.5
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~Did etsfon Coefficients

Dispersion coefficients may be entered into the maCh model

either through the input list or by a suitable mathematical

formulation  i.e. Equation 2-l4!, In this work the dispersion

coefficients are considered to be constant with time. However, they

are corrected for pseudo-di.spersion at each time step in Che

following manner:

�-20!ELN EL � UN *UN *DELT/2.0m m m m

the dispersion coefficient at segment m;

the constant dispersion coefficient

entered into the math model; and

�here: ELN

EL

UN *UN *DELT/2.0 the model representation of Equation 2-lb

'm m for pseudo-dispersion.
Balance Term

Balance as used in Equation 3-3 includes all of the factors

necessary to compute the mass balance of a substance except

advection and dispersion. Thus, the balance term must account for

mass changes due to inflow or outflows, decay, transfer across the

upper and lower boundaries, and external sources or sinks. In the

model, each of these factors that enter into the mass balance are

calculated individually and combined into terms such as BODBAL  mass

balance on BOD! and QXBAL  mass balance on oxygen!.
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CHAPTER IV

MODFL APPLICATION TO THE CORPUS CHRISTI

HARBOR CHANNEL

The first applicatfon of the mathematical model was to determine

the distribut.ion of organic waste discharges in the Corp~s Christi

Harbor Channel.

Description of the Physical and Chemical System

The Corpus Christi Harbor Channel is a dredged canal serving

the shipping needs of the Corpus Chrfsti industrial and commercial

area. The channel is closed at its upper end and no contfnuous fresh

water flows, other than waste discharges, enter the system during dry

periods. The channel is short, relatively straight, and uniform

thus simplifying the modeling process.

Figure 4-1 presents a map of the Corpus Christi Harbor Channel

showing mile designations and segment numbers assigned for the model

inputs. Mile designations start with "0" at the bay end of the

channel while segment numbers are assigned starting wi.th "I" at the

closed end of the channel. The Harbor channel is about 8.75 miles

long and varies in dredged width from 200 feet at the upper end to

1000 feet at the lower end. The dredged depth fs fairly uniform

over the length of the cha~nel averaging about 38 feet.
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Waste loads are discharged into the Harbor Channel from several

industrial and domestic sources as shown in Figure 4-1. Table 4-1

shows the average and maximum BOD  ultimate biochemical oxygenu

demand! waste loads discharged into the channel. This table is based

on self-reporting data for the period February 1972 through January

1973, as compiled by the Texas Water Quality Board. The BOD~ �-day

biochemical oxygen demand! values from the self-reporting data were

converted to BOD� by assuming a first order decay rate of 0.23

per day.

The Environmental Engineering Division of Texas A&M University

has monitored the water quality in the Corpus Christi Harbor Channel

under a Texas Rater Quality Board Interagency Contract. Table 4-2

summarizes the BODu concentrations found in the channel during recent

sampling runs. The 1972 data has been reported by Harm et al. �1!

and the 1973 data has been published as a continuation of this study.

The data presented in Table 4-2 indicates that there is

considerable variability in the BODu concentrations found in the

Corpus Christi Harbor Channel. The May data indicates that BOD

concentrati.ons are well mixed with channel depth. However, April and

March data show stratification; higher BOD values occurring near

the top in April but near the bottom in March. Since the mathe-

matical model used in this study assumes well-mixed conditions exist,

only the May 1973 data was used for comparing field results to

model results.
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TABLE 4-1

1972 WASTE LOADINGS+ FOR THE CORPUS

CHRISTI HARBOR CHAÃNEL

Maximum Loading
�bs/day!

Average Loading
 lbs/day!

Segment

97204100

14 10650 25370

18 230

20 290 570

550470

28 630220

30 220150

297032 5670

*All loadings based on the BOD� concentration of the

effluent discharges.
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.'Iodeling Considerations

The Corpus Christi Harbor Channel was divided into 36 quarter-

mile segments for this study. For each segment the average surface

width, cross-sectional area and volume were estimated using Coastal

and Geodetic Survey Hap Number 524  June, 1973 revision!.

Table 4-3 shows modeling conditions used in this study.

TABLE 4-3

MODEL CONDITIONS

Table 4-4 shows the input data to the math model of the

Corpus Christi Harbor Channel. Dispersion coefficients were

estimated by the modified Taylor equation for this constant density

tidal region. Inflows and waste concentrations were determined

from the self-reporting data. At segment 29 a power plant pumps

cooling water out of the channel into Nueces Bay. This is modeled

simply as a negative inflow to segment 29.
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The boundary conditions used in this model vere: no mass

transfer at the closed end, and a constant BOD concentration

of 2.2 ppm  parts per million! at the ocean end.
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Model Results

Velocities

Table 4-5 shows the maximum ebb and flood velocities along

the Corpus Christi Harbor Channel for tidal ranges of one, two

and three feet. The velocities are small because the channel is

short, deep and has very little fresh water inflow. The power

plant intake at segment 29 provides the most significant factor

affecting flow rates in the Harbor Channel.

Time ~Res onse

An important application of dynamic math models is to determine

how conditions change with time. In estuary studies two time

scales become important. When magnitude of the time scale exceeds

that of the tidal cycle, the model describes cha~ges due to non-

tidal effects. Using this time scale concentrations will approach

steady values with time. When the magnitude of the time scale is

a fraction of the tidal cycle, tidal effects are considered. In

this case, velocities and concentrations are always unsteady

quantities.

Figure 4-2 shows the response of the Corpus Christi Harbor

Channel to waste inputs using a time scale of one tidal. cycle.

The following model conditions were used:

l. No initial waste concentrations

2. Average 1972 waste inputs.
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3. Dispersion coefficients predicted by Equation 3-3.

4. One-foot diurnal tide.

5. Temperature = 18.0 'C.

6. Decay rate = 0.23 per day.

An interesting aspect of Figure 4-2 is the shape of the response

curves. At segments 9 and 14 concentrations are dominated by waste

inputs and the curves approximate a first order response. However,

at segments 15 and 32 dispersion is the dominant factor and an

S-shaped response curve develops. Another aspect of Figure 4-2 is

the time required for steady-state conditions to develop. Approxi-

mately 10 days are required for concentrations to reach 95 percent of

their steady-state values. This illustrates that considerable error

can be expected when using constant conditions to model estuaries

which may only rarely approach steady conditions.

Figure 4-3 shows the tidal variation of BODu concenrrations at

segments 13, 14, and 15. Segment 14 is the discharge point of the

maximum waste load entering the Harbor Channel, while segments 13

and 15 receive waste loads only by the dispersion process. This

figure illustrates the effect of flow direction and velocity on

waste concentrations.

BOD Distribution

Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show low slack BOD concentrations along the

Corpus Christi Harbor Channel as compared with field results obtained

in May 1973. Model results are based on dispersion coefficients
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60 predicted by the modified Taylor equation. Figure 4-5 results
are based on dispersion coefficients ten times larger than predicted

by Equation 3-3. The shape of the BOD curves shown in Figure 4-5u

compares well with field results but the magnitude of the model

concentrations is about two ppm less than found in the channel.

Although several reasons for this discrepency may be cited, one

possibility is that algae in the channel water exert this additional

demand. The math model did not consider this source of BODu,

Velocities in the Corpus Christi Harbor Channel are small. A

net inflow to the channel created by the cooling water pump station

at mile 1.5 is the dominant factor affecting dry weather flow.

Hodel results indicate that steady-state conditions are reached

within about 10 days following significant changes in channel

conditions. Tidal variations of BOD concentrations are generally

less than one ppm thus tidal influence is not significant in the

channel.

The best comparison of model and field results was obtained

using maximum 1972 waste loads and dispersion coefficients ranging

from 160 ft /sec at the closed end to 400 ft /sec at the ocean end

of the channel.



CilAPTER V

EVALUATING A SURFACE AERATION

SYSTE.'t FOR VINCE BAYOU

Introduction

The Houston Ship Channel has low dissolved oxygen levels much

of the year due to high organic loads from municipal and industrial

wastes. For this reason the Environmental L'ngineering Division of

Texas A&M University has given consideration to using side stream

aeration in Vince Bayou as a method of adding dissolved oxygen to

the Houston Ship Channel. Inchannel aeration has been used

effectively in similar situations. Appendix II discusses some of

these applications of inchannel aeration.

Vince Bayou is a small tidal stream that enters the Houston

Ship Channel about 4 miles downstream of the Turning Basin. The

fresh water inflow to Vince Bayou from watershed drainage is

normally less than 20 cfs  cubic feet per second! . However, flow in

the last 500 feet before the bayou enters the Houston Ship Channel

may be as high as 700 cfs due to the cooling water discharge

from a power plant operated by Houston Lighting and Power. This

power generating station takes cooling water from the Houston Ship

Channel about 0.25 miles upstream of Vince Bayou and discharges this

water at a higher temperature back into the Houston Ship Channel. via
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Vince Bayou. Flow can be varied from 300 to 700 cfs depending on

the cooling water requirements of the power plant.

Figure 5-1 shows the location of Vince Bayou and the Houston

Lighting and Power generating station on the Houston Ship Channel.

This location is near mile station 20 in the Ship Channel. Appendix

III describes the physical characteristics of the Houston Ship

Channel and the organi.c loading imposed on the Channel. Vince Bayou

at this location ranges from 50 to 150 feet in width and from 4 to

18 feet deep. The bottom profile is very irregular.

The unique conditions at Vince Bayou offer several advantages

for using this site to artificially add oxygen to the badly

polluted Houston Ship Channel. Some of these advantages are:

1. High flow rate maintained at a constant level.

2. Minimal tidal influence.

3. No interference with navigation since the aerators would

not be located on the Ship Channel.

4. Convenient supply of electrical power.

The purpose of this phase of the modeling work was to predict

the oxygenation capacity of a hypothetical surface aeration system

operating on Vince Bayou.
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Model Considerations

Vince Bayou was divided into five 120-feet segments downstream

of the cooling water outfall for this modeling work  See Figure

5-1!. Only dissolved oxygen concentrations were modeled and

atmospheric reaeration was not considered in the oxygen mass balance.

Constant oxygen concentrations at both the upper and lower

boundaries were used for boundary conditions. Table 5-1 shows other

conditions used in the modeling work.

TABLE 5-1

MODEL CONDITIONS FOR VINCE BAYOU

Although the theoretical upper limit for stability �.0! was

exceeded in this study, no evidence of calculation instability was

observed in the model results.
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l<odel Results

The variables considered in this study of surface aeration in

Vince Bayou were:

l. flow rate,

2. dissolved oxygen levels in the Houston Ship Channel,

3. temperature, and

4. installed horsepower.

Including such effects as dispersion, boundary conditions, and

tidal influence, the analysis of surface aeration becomes a complex

process. Figures 5-2 through 5-6 result from the application of the

mathematical model to this complex physical system.

Table 5-2 shows the computer printout for a particular set of

conditions on Vince Bayou. The model outputs cross-sectional areas,

widths, tidal stage, installed horsepower, actual oxygen transfer

rate, pounds of oxygen added per hour and oxygen concentrations in

each segment. It also shows the number of time steps that have

elapsed since the run was started.

Figure 5-2 shows dissolved oxygen concentrations in Vince

Bayou downstream from the Houston Lighting and Power discharge point.

The curves 2.5 and 0.0 ppm refer to the dissolved oxygen level in the

Houston Ship Channel. Aer'ators were located at distances of 120, 240

and 360 feet downstream of the cooling water outfall, corresponding to

segments 2, 3, and 4 as shows in Figure 5-1. Figure 5-2 illustrates
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that dilution and dispersion into the Houston Ship Channel quickly

reduces dissolved oxygen concentrations after the flow has passed

the aerator sites. This dispersion effect greatly increases the

oxygen transfer rate of the aerators by keeping the dissolved oxygen

deficit high. However, the shape of the curves in Figure 5-2 is

dependent on the boundary conditions used in the model. In this

case the boundary influence is significant and the accuracy of the

results depends on the validity of assuming a constant DO level in

the Houston Ship Channel.

In contrast to the dispersion effect, flow rate has little

influence on the aerator transfer rate as shown by Figure 5-3. In

the range of flows shown, 300-900 cfs, the effect of flow rate is

dominated by the dispersion effect. Figure 5-3 indicates that normal

changes in the cooling water discharge rate from the power plant

would not significantly affect the efficiency of a surface aerator

system in Vince Bayou.

The most dominant factor affecting oxygen transfer rate in

Vince Bayou, as der.ermined by model results, is the dissolved oxygen

concentration of the cooling water discharge. Figure 5-4 shows the

effect of DO levels on the aerator transfer rate, Based on a surface

aeration system consisting of six 75 hp surface aerators operating

with an theoretical efficiency of 3.0 lbs/hp hr, the actual oxygen

transfer rate would be about 18 lbs/hp hr with zero DO in the

cooling water and about 0.7 lbs/hp.hr with 5 ppm DO in the cooling

water. Figure 5-4 indicates that while the aeration system could
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be expected to add about g00 lbs/hr  pounds per hour! oxygen to

the Ho»ston Ship 0hannel under opt !mum conditions, when the DO

level in the channel is 3,0 ppm on]v about 600 lbs/hr oxygen would

be added and at 5.0 ppm only 300 lbs/hr-

The effect of temperature on aerator transfer rate is shown in

Figure 5-5. As with the flow rate, the effects of temperature on

oxygen transfer efficiency do not appear to be signif icant.

Figure 5-6 can be used to estimate the optimum aerator horse-

power for an aeration system on Vince Bayou. It shows the changes

in the overall aerator transfer rate which might result if the

number of 75 hp aerators installed was varied from two to ni.ne.

The sharp slope of the curve between 300 hp  horsepower! and 450

hp indicates that the optimum installed horsepower may be about

300 hp. Therefore, for Vince Bayou, an aeration system consisting

of four 75 hp aerators may produce the most efficient use of

aerator horsepower.
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Conclusions

The actual aerat.or transfer rate of a surface aeration system

oper~ting on Vince Bayou may range from one to two Lbs/hp hr

depending on conditions at the aerator site. Hodel results indicate

si8nif scant factors that would effect the transfer

rate are dissolved oxygen concentration in the Houston Ship Channel

and the installed horsepower at the aeration site. Flow rate and

temperature would apparently have little effect on the oxygen

transfer rate. Based on model results, the optimum surface

aeration system for Vince Bayou would consist of four 75 hp aerators

operating only when dissolved oxygen levels are less than about

three ppm i,n the Houston Ship Channel.

The mathematical model used in this theoretical study could

be employed effectively in con]unction with an actual aeration

system in Vince Bayou. Field data could be used to determine

dispersion effects and boundary conditions while model results could

he used to verify oxygen transfer rates determined in field studies.

improvements to this modeling effort could be made in several

ways. First the equations used to model aerator performance could' ~

ver if ied by app ly ing the model to ac tual inchannel aeration data

such as that given by ~u �7! . Se~o~d, s~aller time and distance

increments could be ~sed. A"d third, an analysis of the effects of

on the model resul'ts could be made.boundary condition>
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CHAPTER VI

SUPPLEMENTAL AERATION OF THE

HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL

Introduction

The Houston Ship Channel is ecoaomically important because it

carries commercial shipping to the Port of Houston. It is also

ecologically important as the primary recipient of liquid waste

discharges in the Houston area. Part.ially treated waste streams from

industries and sewage treatment planrs, as well as storm runof f, are

the principal sources of pollution. As a result of these pollutants,

the ship channel generally has low dissolved oxygen levels and high

concentrations of nutrients and toxic compounds �6! �5! . Unless

degraded in route, wastes discharged into the Houston Ship Channel

eventually reach Galveston Bay which is a primary commercial fishery,

recreational area, and nursery ground for aquati.c life  S!-

Because of its import»« to the ecology of Galveston Bay, the

Houston Ship Channel has been the subject of much environmental

concern in recent years. Studies have shown that the ship channel's

natural reaeration capacity is not adequate to assimilate the

cumulative oxygen demand of storm water runof f, bottom deposits,

and untreated waste streams  ie !.



Although higher levels of waste treatment will significantly

reduce the oxygen demand on the Houston Ship Channel, it has been

projected that the nitrogenous, benthal, and storm runoff demands

will continue to exceed the natural assimilati.ve capacity   16! . For

this reason, supplemental aeration has been given serious consid-

eration as a means to achieve and maintain required dissolved oxygen

levels in the Houston Ship Channel.

The Gulf Coast Waste Disposal Authority and Texas A&M Research

Foundation �6! have proposed that a supplemental aeration system

be constructed and operated on the Houston Ship Channel. Two

obgectives of the proposed aeration system are "to demonstrate the

feasibility and effectiveness of inchannel aeration as a means of

providing failsafe quality management for the Houston Ship Channel"

and "to develop the scientific and engineering technology needed to

implement inchannel aeration for the Houston Ship Channel."

The Environmental Engineering Division of Texas ASM University

has the primary responsibility for the technical evaluation and

research phase of the proposed aeration system. Preliminary

investigations by the Environmental Division concerning this pro]ect

have been directed toward the following goals �6!:

l. Determining dispersion and mixing characteristics in the

Houston Ship Channel.

2. Determining flow patterns in the ship channel due to tidal

effects and stratification.
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3. Recording ship traffic and its effect on mixing.

4. Measuring chemical and physical parameters such as dissolved

oxygen, salinity, and temperature.

Several studies have shown that inchannel aeration can be a

practical and econ«ical method of replenishing the oxygen of

polluted streams  See Appendix II!. In this case, supplemental

aeration would provide a quality reserve in the Houston Ship Channel

to over'come treatment plant upsets, spills, residual de~and of

treated waste streams, sediment demand, and storm runoff demand.

The goal of this final phase of the model application was to

provide information concerning the design of an aeration system for

the Houston Ship Channel. The modeling work was based on low-flow,

summer conditions for two reasons. First, well-mixed conditions

in the Houston Ship Channel occur during low flow, therefore the

one-dimensional approximation becomes valid. Second, summer tempera-

tures and low flows produce the lowest dissolved oxygen levels in

the channel. An aeration system designed for these extreme

conditions should be adequate on a year-round basis.



Model Inputs

One of the most important aspects of estuarine modeling is an

adequate description of the prototype system. For a large, complex

estuary such as the Houston Ship Channel extensive data is needed

to fit the math model to the prototype. The information used in

this modeling effort has been taken from several sources and

describes as nearly as possible conditions existing in the Houston

Ship Channel during summer low flows.

For modeling purposes, the ship channel was divided into 60

quarter-mile segments numbering from the Turning Basin to the San

Jacinto State Park. Average widths, depths, surface areas, cross-

sectional areas, and volumes were determined for' each segment using

Coastal and Geodetic Survey Map Number 590  November, 1970,

revision!.

Figure 6-1 shows the temperature, salinity, and benthal decay

rate values used in the model. The temperature data was taken from

a Houston ~Sht Channel Data ~Summat by Bann et al. �9l. The

salinity data was reported by Harm �0'! and the benthic oxygen

demands were reported by Reynolds et al. �6!.

Longitudinal dispersion coe f f icients for the low-f low condit ions

used in the model were assumed to vary f rom 500 ft /sec at mile 24

to 1000 ft /sec at mile 10. These values are less than those

estimated from the salinity profile shown in Figure 6-1.
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Stream discharges and corresponding BOD and DO concentrations
u

were estimated from United States Geological Survey  USGS! data.

Flows were based on the median July discharge during the period

1699 to 1970 as determined from USGS gauging station data. Table 6-1

shows stream flow information for tributaries to the upper 15 miles

of the Houston Ship Channel. Table 6-2 shows the BOD loading in
u

lbs/day  pounds per day! for the upper 15 miles of the ship channel

from all sources. This table is based on self-reporting municipal

and industrial effluent data for the period December 1971 through

March 1972.

Aspects of the Houston Ship Channel Model

The Houston Ship Channel Model considers mass balances on

both dissolved oxygen and BOD . The oxygen balance term  OXBAL!

in the math model for segment K is as follows:

OXBAL K! ~ ROXA K! + AAER K! + REARN K!

DECAY K! � BE%TH K!
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Bayou Flow

 CFS!
BODu
 PPM!

DO
 PPM!

Buffalo
White Oak

Brays
Sims
Vince
Hunting
Halls
Greens
Carpenters

TABLE 6-1

STREAM FLOW DATA

140
20
40
25
10

5

5
5

20

10. 1
16.1

7.0
14. 7
12,0
24.5
17.7

9 4
11.6

7.0
8.0
5.5
7.0
6.5
7.0
8.0
7.0



TABLE 6-2

HOUSTON SHIP CHAVNKL BODu LOADINGS

Segment Flow

 CFS!
BOD�Loading

 Ibs/day!

124,560

1
8

14

17
18
19
20
23
26

29
32
33
36
37
38
44
50
53
55
59

250
44

2
110

12
7

55
10

5
10

3
34
21
16
10

2
10

175
5

20

48,930
1,780

700
23,520

6,230
810

13,300
650

4,220
l.. 130

l20

2,520
3,260
2,780
1,120

770

930
6,040
4,500
1.250



AR K! �.06 + 3.3*UN K!/ DEPTHN K!**1.33!!*CF �-2!

REARN K! = AR K!* CSAT K! � CONC! �-3!

AR K! ~ the atmospheric reaeration coef f icient i,nwhere:

units of l/sec  liter per second! at segment K;

UN K! the velocity in ft/sec;

DEPT11N K! the depth of segment K;

vhere: ROXA K! = oxygen added to the segment by i.nflov;

AAER K! = artificial source of oxygen;

REARN K! atmospheric reaeration;

DECAY K! = oxygen lost by the decay of dissolved organic

matter  BOD�!; and

BENTH K! ~ oxygen lost by sediment oxygen uptake.

Equation 6-1 units are in ppm/sec  parts per million per second!.

Atmospheric reaeration is modeled in the following form:



CP ~ a correction factor for temperature and

salinity;

REIGN K! atmospheric reaeration for segment K in ppm/sec;

CSAT K! saturation oxygen concentration for segment K;

and

CONC ~ actual oxygen concentration in segment K.

The benthal oxygen uptake rate is calculated as:

BENTH K! BRC K!*W K!*DELX

where: BENTH K! the benthal oxygen uptake rate at segment K

in ppm/sec;

BRC K! ~ the benthal demand in ppm/ft~ sec  parts per

million per feet squared per second!;

W K! the segment width; and

DELX the segment length.

The mass balance on BODu  BODBAL! is the same as used in the Corpus

Christi Harbor Channel study.

BODBAL K! RBODA A! � DECAY K!

where: RBODA K! ~ BODu added to the segment by inflow; and

DECAY K! BOD lost by decay.

Loss of BOD� by sedimentation was not considered in the Houston

Ship Channel model although it could be included as an additional

term in the BODu mass balance.
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Specific model conditions are shown in Table 6-3. Although

the stability criteria exceed 1.0 for some of the model segments

no evidence of instability was observed in the actual modeli~g

work.

TABLE 6-3

MODEL CONDITIONS FOR THE HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL

The following boundary conditions were employed in the math

model. No mass transfer of either BOD or DO across the upper
boundary of the model regi.on  Turning Basin!.

2. Constant slope extrapolation of BODu concentrations below

mile lO.

3. Constant DO concentration of 2.0 ppm at mile 9.5  San

Jacinto River influence!.

All model results shown are based on a two-foot diurnal tide.
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Results

The results presented in this section are based on a numerical

analysis of inchannel aeration in the Houston Ship Channel. Aeration

sites were modeled as 600 horsepower of surface aeration with a

theor'etical efficiency at standard conditions of 3.0 Ibs/hp hr.

Oxygen added by surface aeration was assumed to be mixed uniformly

within the quarter-mile channel segments.

The effects of a surface aeration site at river mile 20 on

dissolved oxygen and biochemical oxygen demand levels in the Houston

Ship Channel are shown in Figure 6-2. One eet of curves shows

concentrations that may exist during low-flow summer conditions

without artificial aeration. Under these conditions the channel

has no DO from mile 12 to mile 23 and BOD concentrations range from

33 ppm at mile 20 to 11 ppm at mile 10. The other set of curves

shows concentrations that may exist with an aerator site at mile 20.

The primary effect of this aeration scheme would be to reduce BOD

concentrations along the channel and particularly at mile 20 where

peak concentrations occur. An aeration site at mile 20 would not

significantly shift DO concentrations upstream of mile 10 and would

raise DO levels only slightly at mile 20.

Figure 6-3 illustrates the possible impact of full scale

aeration systems operating in the Ship Channel. In comparison with

no inchannel aeration, supplemental aeration sites at miles 13 and
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15 would shift the zero oxygen level from mile 10 to mile 16 while

BODu concentrations would be reduced at mile 10 from ll ppm to 6 ppm.

The remaining set of curves shows the effect of an aeration system

consisting of four 600 hp aeration sites at miles 13, 15, 20, and

22. This system would substantial.ly reduce BOD levels throughout

the channel. There would be measurable dissolved oxygen from mile

10 to the Turning Basin even under low-flow summer conditions. The

two ppm DO level would be moved upstream as f ar as mile 15, creating

a quality reserve that would be adequate to handle demands created

by storm water runoff or treatment plant upsets. These model results

show that inchannel aeration would significantly improve water

quality in the Houston Ship Channel and minimize the effects of

uncontrolled waste discharges,

Figure 6-4 indicates the time period required for changes, such

as supplementaL aeration, to be felt throughout the channel. Changes

in the BODu and dissolved oxygen concentrations at mile 10 are

shown over a 30-day period after supplemental aeration at miles 13,

15, 20, and 22 has begun. For a change of this magnitude, Figure 6-4

indicates that about a month is required for equilibrium conditions

to become reestablished. This long response period implies that

steady-state conditions are probably never obtained in a physical

system as large as the Houston Ship Channel and that significant

errors may be introduced by applying a steady-state analysis to

actual channel conditions.
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Figure 6-5 illustrates the effect of tidal movement on con-

centrations and velocities in the Houston Ship Channel. The tidal

response curve is for mile 10 with the theoretical aeration site at

mile 20. Figure 6-5 shows that the BOD� concentration at mile 10

reaches a maximum about five hours after the peak ebb  downstream!

velocity while the DO concentration reaches a maximum about two hours

after the peak flood  upstream! velocity. This effect is caused by

tidal movement of better quality water below mile 10 past the obser-

vation point at mile 10.

One of the most important questions to be answered by this

study was: "What effect' does tidal flow have on aerator performance

in the Houston Ship Channel?". Figure 6-6 shows the tidal variation

of dissolved oxygen concentrations and aerator efficiency at mile 13.

These model results show that flow direction and velocity may have

very little effect on aerator efficiency. There is some justifi-

cation for these results because dispersion has a more dominant

effect on concentrations in the Houston Ship Channel during low-flow

conditions than do the tidal velocities. However, the one-dimensional

assumption and relatively large increments used in the model,

probably override actual factors affecting aerator efficiency and

bias the results. Thus, the inadequacies of the mathematical model

may be the major factor in the results shown by Figure 6-6.
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Summary

Model results indicate that artificial aeration could be an

effective method of supplementing the natural reaeration capacity

of the Houston Ship Channel. Based on low-flow summer conditions,

an aeration system consisting of four aerator sites with 600 horse-

power at each site would significantly improve DO levels in the

channel. Although this aeration system would not be completely

adequate during extreme conditions, it would reduce BODu values to

a level which would not degrade Galveston Bay waters.

The Houston Ship Channel was shown to respond slowly to signifi-

cant changes, such as artificial aeration, with steady-state

conditions being reached only after about 30 days. Therefore, the

full effect of an artificial aeration system would require over one

month to be felt throughout the channel and a full appraisal could

not be made before this response period.

Model results have also shown that tidal effects may have little

influence on the efficiency of a surface aeration system in the

ship channel.

This study represents an initial effort to determine quantita-

tively the benefits of supplemental aeratio~ of the Houston Ship

Channel. It has significant limitations to its applicability due

primarily to the complex and dynamic nature of organic loadings and

flows in the ship channel.
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Several improvements in the techniques and data used in this

study could be made to improve the accuracy of the results. One

improvement would be to make a more concise estimation of the

magnitude and source of biodegradable organics entering the Houston

Ship Channel, This estimation should include storm runoff demand,

nitrogenous demands, and an update of organics contributed by waste

treatment plants. A second improvement would be to consider

changes in flow rates, tide heights, and temperatures over a longer

study period, Consideration of these changes would require

significantly more data but would be more representative of the

dynamic nature of the Houston Ship Channel,
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CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The goals accomplished in this study were the development of a

one-dimensional dynamic mathematical model suitable for use in

estuaries and the application of this math model to estuarine

dispersion problems.

The mathematical model developed was based on the one-dimen-

sional mass transport equation written in finite-difference terms.

An implicit, central-difference form of the finite-difference

equations was used since it offered greater stability and more

flexibility in setting time and distance increments. This model was

applied to three dispersion problems using a wide range of model

conditions.

The dispersion problems considered were: �! distribtion of

organic wastes in the Corpus Christi Harbor Channel, �! design of

an aeration system for Vince Bayou, and �! aerator performance in

the Houston Ship Channel. Based on model results, the following

conclusions may be made concerning these dispersion problems:

l. Corpus Christi Harbor Channel

a. Tidal velocities are small and the hydraulic

characteri.sties of the Harbor Channel are dominated

by power plant intake at mile 1.5.

b . Tidal variations in BOD� concentratio~s are generally
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less than one ppm.

c. The channel response time to major changes is about

10 days,

d. The magnitude of the dispersion coefficients in the

Corpus Christi Harbor Channel is approximately

250 ft2/sec.

2. Aeration system for Vince Bayou

a. The two most important factors affecting oxygen transfer

rates of the proposed surface aeration system are the

installed horsepower and DO levels in the Houston Ship

Channel.

b. Dispersion may also have a significant effect on the

oxygen transfer rate because DO concentrations will be

kept low by dispersion into Houston Ship Channel

waters'

3. Aeration systems for the Houston Ship Channel

a. Tidal effects may have little influence on proposed

surface aeration systems in the Houston Ship Channel

b. Oxygen levels in the ship channel will be increased by

artificial aeration, but a more significant effect may

be the reduction of waste loads carried into Galveston

Bay.

c. The response time to a major change in Houston Ship

Channel conditions is about 30 days.



The one-dimensional dynamic mathematical model has been shown

to be an effective tool in analyzing these dispersion problems. The

model is also applicable to dynamic estuarine situations that have

not been considered in this study, for instance:

l. Modeling estuarine response to large-scale changes such as

seasonal temperature and flow variations.

2. Modeling diurnal oxygen variations due to photosynthesis

and temperature changes.

However, one-dimensional models are limited to use in well-mixed

systems and adequate results can be expected only when the prototype

system corresponds to the one-dimensionaL approximation.
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APPENDIX II

INCHANNEL AERATION

Upgrading the water quality of rivers and estuaries is a complex

problem facing engineers and scientists today. Probably the mast

important factor in maintaining satisfactory water quality is the

degree of treatment of waste effluents from municipal and industrial

facilities. Secondary treatment of waste effluents is now required

and tertiary treatment has received consideration in several

situations. However, higher treatment standards produce much higher

treatment costs and alternate ways to upgrade water quality are

being sought.

Whipple �3! has reviewed same of the methods suggested for

upgrading water quality such as:

Storing and treating stormwater runoff,

2. Identifying and treating naw-overlooked waste sources,

3. Low-flow augmentation,

4. Diverting polluted waters around rivers, and

5. Instream aeration.

Of these methods >]hippie says that "instream areation probably

holds the greatest promise as a supplementary method for upgrading

water quality"�3!. In addition, instream aeration will probably

be less costly than tertiary treatment f or improving the quality of

receiving waters
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Inchannel Aeration Studies

Several studies have involved the use of inchannel aeration as

a means of increasing oxygen levels in polluted waters . A brief

summary of some of these studies follows.

~Chica u Rdver ~Stud

In l962 and l963 an experimental aeration study was carried

out on the Chicago River by the Metropolitan Sanitary District of

Greater Chicago �4!. The aeration system consisted of two 75

horsepower  hp! Yeoman surface aerators mounted on a cata~aran.

Oxygen transfer rates were determined at several locations, with

dissolved oxygen levels recorded upstream and downstream of the

aerator site. Flows were calculated from hourly velocity readings

taken at the Chicago Avenue bridge.

Kaplovsky et al. �4! summarized the results of these tests.

They found that the oxygen transfer rate at standard conditions

�0'C, zero DO, and clean water! ranged from l.49 to 4.56 pounds

per horsepower per hour  lbs/hp hr!. However, the transfer rate was

found to increase dramatically with a change in flow rate from

2800 to 4400 cfs. iVo explanation was given for this dependence

of transfer rate of flow.
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Jackson River ~Stud

As part of the pollution abatement program for the Covington

Mill of West Virginia Pulp and Paper, a pilot mechanical aeration

study �! was conducted in 1963 on the Jackson River. During Iow

flow and high temperature summer conditions, DO levels were not

sufficient to prevent nuisance conditions in the river. Two 15 hp

mechanical aerators were installed on the Jackson River about

1.8 miles below the Mill outfall. The experimental study consisted

of taking velocity and DO readings over the cross-section of flow

above and below the aerator site. The results of this study showed

that the transfer efficiency at standard conditions ranged from

1.36 to 3.27 lbs/hp hr, Also a correlation was seen to exist

between transfer efficiency and stream discharge, with efficiency

increasing with increasing flow rate �! .

Ruhr River ~Stud

Tmhoff �9! has reported on artificial methods used to

influence the oxygen balance of the lower Ruhr River in West Germany.

Oxygen and BOD are critical in this river because the treated waste

water load of some three million population equivalents are dis-

charged into the river and part of the river flow is diverted to

recharge the ground water supply. An oxygen level of 3.5 mg/1 must

be maintained in this diverted stream to prevent quality problems

in the public water supply �9!.
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Three aeration devices wexe installed and operated on the lower

Ruhr River: a compressed air system, a floating surface aerator,

and a powex' house turbine ae~ator. Each system was studied for its

reaeration capacity and total cost, The surface aerator system

consisted of two Simcar aeration cones driven by a 150 hp engine.

The oxygen transfer rate achieved by the surface aerators was about

1,5 lbs/hp hr at standard conditions. In terms of total costs the

surface aeration system was half as expensive as the compressed

air system but about 3,5 times as expensive as the turbine system.

Imhoff concluded from his study that it is more feasible to use

artificial aeration than to provide tertiary treatment or secondary

treatment beyond 85 percent removal �9!.

Passaic River ~Stud

The potential of instream aeration was recently investigated

by a group of engineers and scientists at Rutgers University �4!.

Their work was designed to provide cost and effectiveness criteria

for instream aeration systems. Tests on the Passaic River in 1967

and l96B combined the use of commercially-available equipment on a

small polluted river, with scientific investigation techniques and

modern systems analysis �4!.

The aeration devices which were tested by Whlpple et al. �4!

on the Upper Passaic River, consisted of a 75 hp electrically

driven surface aerator and a diffuser system. The aerator site was

excavated to eight feet and was about 100 feet wide. Oxygen
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transfer rates determined for the surface aerator ranged from 1.2

to 3.1 lbs/hp hr at standard conditions. Results obtained also

showed some correlation between flow rate and transfer efficiency.

Whipple et al. suggested that higher stream velocities breakup

recirculation tendencies of aerators thus increasing the amount of

oxygen transferred �4!.

Hunter and Whipple �8! used modeling techniques and analog

simulation to describe the BOD-DO relationships in the Passaic River.

Their analysis included the effects of stream reoxygenation, photo-

synthesis, benthal oxygen de~and, biochemical oxygen demand by both

carbonaceous and nitrogenous compounds, and hydrologic consid-

erations. Hunter and Whipple also considered optimal spacing of

aerators in the Passaic River but could not complete this aspect of

the study until a complete analysis of the biochemical oxygen

demand was made,

Delaware ~Setuar ~Stud

An extensive study of an artificial aeration system in an

estuary was conducted by the New Jersey Department of Conservation

and Economic Development. The results of this study, supported by

an Environmental Protection Agency  EPA! grant, have been published

as a Water Pollution Control Research Series �5! and by Whipple

and Yu �6!.

Two years of aeration field tests  l.969 and 1970} were conducted

at Camden, New Jersey on the Delaware River, where oxygen



deficiency presents a ma]or problem over a 40-mile stretch of the

Delaware River during the summer months. Whipple and Yu found that

to maintain oxygen levels at the adopted standards of 3.5 mg/I by

improving waste treatment would cost millions of dollars, while the

same results could be achieved by artificial aeration at one-third

this coat �6!. Therefore, the economic incentive of using instream

aeration to provide part of the desired oxygen level was a primary

consideration of this study �6! .

The Delaware River at the test site is about one-half mile

wide, 40 feet' deep, and has a normal tidal range of six feet. Two

aaartion devices, a diffuser aerator and a 75 hp surface aerator

were installed at the test site. This equipment had previously been

used for the Passaic River study . Results of the oxygen transfer

study for the surface aerator showed a transfer' rate of 3.06

lbs/hp hr. This was higher than the 2.l6 average rate obtained in

the Passaic River tests. Good agreement for the diffuser transfer

rata were found between the two test sites �6 !.

The Delaware Kstuary study also included dispersion tests at

the aerator site. It was found that the aerators were very effective

devices for increasing river turbulence, Whlpple and Yu concluded

that optimum aerator site spacing would require an analysis of

dispersion characteristics as well as BOD considerations.
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Aeration of the Thames

A practical application of artificial aeration has recently

begun on the Thames River Estuary in England. A 200 hp Simplex Cone

Aerator has been installed on the Thames River at the outfall at

Thames Board Mills, Ltd. to supply part of the oxygen demand required

by the company's effluent. In this case, treatment facilities were

impractical because of li~ited land and high pumping costs. The

aerator has shown an efficiency rating of 2.5 lbs/hp hr and plans

have been made to add a second 300 hp unit to fully compensate for

the mill's oxygen demand �!,

Limitations to the Use of Surface Aerators in Rivers and Estuaries

Artificial aeration has been shown to be an economical and

effective method of raising dissolved oxygen levels in overloaded

rivers and estuaries �2! �3! �8! �5! . However, there are several

drawbacks limiting the widespread use of artificial aeration. First,

artificial aeration cannot replace effective waste treatment as the

most practical means of reducing waste loads. It can, however,

provide a quality reserve to meet the oxygen demands of storm runoff,

untreated sources, and organic materials not reduced by secondary

treatment. Second, aeration systems for large, polluted rivers

would require substantial construction and operating costs. Third,

surface aerators would limit the use of rivers and estuaries for

navigation, water sports, and dredging. Finally, aesthetic problems

such as noise, foaming, and odors would need to be resolved. These
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limitations, howev may be a minor disadvantage in cases where
artificial aetati~n the only practical means of maintaining

dissolved oxygen levels �8! .

Ae rat or Pe r f ormance

per f ormance o f B U1 face ae rat ot s in st reams and es t uar ies

depends on such vatkables as aerator transfer efficiency, mixing

characteristics of the aerator ~ stream flow rate, dispersion in

the strea, and the oxygen absorption capacity of the stream.

Because of variables the oxygenatio«apacity of surface aerators

in streams is not we3-> understood �9!.
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Aerator Transfer Efficiency

Csw - CL
N N   !�.02!uCs  II-1!

where: N ~ oxygen transfer rate at operating conditions;

N ~ oxygen transfer rate at standard conditions',

t ~ lagoon. temperature, C;

The oxygen transfer efficiency of surface aerators is usually

expressed in pound per horsepower per hour  lbs/hp hr! at standard

conditions. Most commercially-available surface aerators are rated

between 3,5 and 4.5 lbs/hp ~ br �!. However, practical applications

have shown that the transfer efficiency may range from 1.D to 4.5

lbs/hp hr �!�4!�4!�6!. The average transfer efficiency can be

taken as 3.0 lbs/hp hr for most applications in streams and estuaries

The basic equation used to calculate the actual transfer rate

has been given by Kckenfelder �! as:
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C saturation DO level at operating conditions;

Cl actual DO level;

C saturation DO of clean water at 20'C; and

o oxygen transfer rati.o.

Susag et sic �9! have investigated the oxygenatio~ capacity of

mechanical surface aeration units under flow-through conditions.

They have suggested two equations for determining the theoretical

oxygen transfer rate in flowing systems. The first, based on the

upstream DO is as follows:

16.77 Q[Cd � Cuj Cs
N

t-20
PE[C~ $9 92! Cu] [1.018! a

Where: P the power drawn in kilowatts;

E the mechanical efficiency of the aerator;

Q ~ the flow rate in cubic feet per second;

p ~ barometri.c pressure in inches of H ;

C� upstream DO concentrations;

C ~ downstream DO concentrations;d

C ~ saturation DO of clean water at 20 C;

C = saturation DO level at operating conditions;sw

t ~ water temperature; and

oxygen transfer ratio.

The second, based on the arithmetic average of the upstream and

downstream DO concentrations is given by:
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16. 77 Cd � Cu Cs
 II-3!

N0
 t-20!

PE[C ~! -   " !][L.OL8! n

Aerator ~Maria Characteristics

McKeown and Buckley �7! have made an extensive study of the

mixing characteristics of surface aerators in basins. One aspect

of their work considered the zone of outward influence exerted by
surface aeratore. Table ]I-I summarizes their results.

TABLE II-1

AERATOR ZONE OF INFLUENCE

Outward Zone of
Influence  ft!

Name Plate
Horsepower

90

60

40 � 60 75 � 125

100 � 125

L50 � 200

75

100

Table 3.-L may be used to estimate aerator spacing within particular

aerator site in a river or estuary. The work of NcKeown and Buckley

�7! also showed that the circuLation pattern for surface aezators

is generally outward bound in the top three feet of the water level

and inward bound below three feet.
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~Ox an A~tsar tion ~Ca acct

The oxygen absorption capacity of an estuary depends on two

factors. One of these factors is the dissolved oxygen deficit. The

DO deficit is defi.ned as the saturation value of the water at

existing conditions  C ! less the actual DO level  C<!.

Deficit C � Clsw

The saturated DO concentrations depends on the temperature, salinity,

and partial pressure of oxygen contacting the liquid. The second

factor effecting absorption capacity is the relative transfer rate

of the aerated liquid. Waste waters have been found to have lower

rates of oxygen transfer than clean water. This can be accounted

for by including the factor m in the transfer equations. Alpha  u!

can be defined as:

K~  was te!
K� water!

Where: K the oxygen transfer rate,

K is a function of the liquid film coefficient and the interfacial
LA

surface area generated per unit volume of liquid. Thus a depends

not only on the waste concentration but on the turbulence generated

by the aerator �!.
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APPENDIX I I I

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE HOUSTON SHIP CHANNEL

The Houston Ship Channel is a dredged channel extending from

the Gulf of Mexico to the Turning Basin in downtown Houston.

Houston is one of the largest and fastest growing areas along the

Texas Coast in terms of both industrial expansion and population

growth. The Houston Ship Channel serves not only as the main artery

to the Port of Houston but also as the primary recepient of waste

effluents from the Houston area. These two uses have superceded

the recreational, esthetic, and ecological functions of the ship

channel, and made this waterway one of the most heavily polluted

on the Gulf Coast �g!.

Physical Characteristics

Extending from the Gulf of Mexico to Houston, the Houston Ship

Channel is about 50 miles long with an average depth of 40 feet and

minimum dredged width of 300 feet. From the Gulf to the San Jacinto

River, a distance of about 35 miles, the ship channel crosses the

relatively open waters of Galveston and smaller bays, However, in

the 1$ miles from the San Jacinto River to the Turning Basin, the

ship channel is an inland waterway, depending on tidal action and

fresh water flow to move pollutants into the bays  Figure B-1! .
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The Houston Ship Channel has been classified as a "partially

stratified" estuary by Harm and Young �2!. During periods of low

flow the channel may be well mixed vertically by tidal forces,

but during periods of heavy rainfall salinity stratification may

develop. This variability in the salinity structure creates

conditions that cannot be adequately modeled by a one-dimensional

approximation. Therefore, the one-dimensional math model used in

this study is limited to low-flow conditions when stratification

is minimal.

Organic Loading and Dissolved Oxygen Levels

The Houston Ship Channel receives waste loads primarily from

municipal and industrial waste discharges. Figure III-2 shows the

history of BOD waste loadings on the ship channel �9!. The

present decline is an indication of increased efforts to adequately

treat waste discharges. Although the waste loadings are expected

to decrease even further in coming years, there is a practical

limit to the reduction that can be achieved through waste treatment.

In addition to municipal and industrial waste discharges, storm

runoff from urban areas contributes a significant oxygen demand to

the Houston Ship Channel. A third source of oxygen demand arises

from the decay of bottom sediments. This benthal decay rate alone

may exceed the natural reoxygenation capacity of the ship channel

during summer months.
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As a result of these oxygen demanding wastes, oxygen levels

in the upper 15 miles of the Houston Ship Channel are generally

very low. During the summer months, no DO is found from mile 10

to mile 24 and rarely do dissolved oxygen levels reach two ppm even

with ideal conditions. Figure III-3 shows dissolved oxygen levels

in the Houston Ship Channel during the summer of 1970 �9!.
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APPENDIX IV

COMPUTER LISTING FOR THE HOUSTON

SHIP CHANNEL MODEL

The mathematical models used in this study for the Corpus

Christi Harbor Channel, Vince Bayou, and the Houston Ship Channel

are basically similar. Therefore, only the Houston Ship Channel

model is presented here.
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